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Abstract. The instability phenomenon of numerical solution usually exists in topology optimization 
of continuum structure. The sensitivity filter method is used to solve this instability phenomenon of 
numerical solution generally, but many intermediate density elements still exist in the result of 
topology optimization. Intermediate density elements are difficult to manufacture in the industry, so 
it is urgent to form an efficient method to decrease them. This paper proposes a improved 
method-considering density gradient message and elements numbers in the filter radius. It sets up a 
model which focus on modifying the weighting function and the elements’ density within the filter 
radius. It is based on Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP). The optimality criteria 
method (OC) is used to solve this model. Finally a widely studied example is used to demonstrate the 
availability and advantage of the proposed filter method. 

1. Introduction 

Topology optimization can be defined as a mathematical method that optimizes material layout 
within a given design space, for a set of given loads, boundary conditions and constraints with the 
goal of maxing the performance of the system. There are many methods in structure topology 
optimization area, but any method has limitations. Checkboard phenomenon and mesh-dependency 
always appear in SIMP [1] method. These problems make it difficult to manufacture the structure. So 
many methods have emerged in this area such as higher order element and nonconforming element 
method [2], perimeter control method [3], local gradient method [4] and filter method. Filter method 
contains sensitivity filter method [5] and density filter method [6]. Weisheng Zhang [7] introduced an 
improved weighting mechanism proposes in the topology optimization process, Kai Long [8] 
proposed density gradient to filter the sensitivity. Xiaojia Zhang [9] proposed a discrete filtering 
scheme. These methods can not eliminate the intermediate density elements. In this paper an 
improved method is proposed to decrease the munber of intermediate density elements. 

2. Numerical Model 

The topology optimization method of continuum structure began in 1988 by Bendoe's 
homogenization method [10]. On this basis, it evolved into the most popular variable density method. 
The difference between the variable density method and the homogenization method is that there is 
no need to introduce the microstructure model, but the design domain is assumed to be an artificial 
density unit. The usual practice is that the elastic modulus between the material in the design domain 
and the relative density of the element through the interpolation method to link up. There are two 
interpolation methods SIMP and RAMP. Here is the SIMP numerical model 
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The standard notion for minimum compliance design problems can be mathematically defined as 
follow: 
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Where the equality constraint is introduced to limit the material usage, and Vmax is the prescribed 
volume. V0 is the volume when the element’s relative density is one. F is the external load, U is the 
displacement field, Xi is the design variable, ne is the number of elements and xmin=0.001. 

Methods for solving topology optimization are mathematical programming (MP), Artificial 
Intelligence Optimization Algorithm (AIOA), optimality criteria (OC). The OC algorithm does not 
directly optimize the objective function as a mathematical programming method, which attempts to 
satisfy a series of guidelines related to structural behavior in an indirect way, either derived from 
design experience or from rationality, development has gone through a process from empirical 
criteria to rational law. The empirical criterion method is kind of the criteria established in the early 
stage of structural optimization, such as equal strength design criterion, synchronization failure 
criterion, full stress design criterion and full strain energy criterion. The updating of the variables in 
the OC algorithm is based on some explicit heuristic iterative formulas constructed by the criterion. 
The formula often introduces some empirical coefficients to adjust the convergence and stability of 
the optimization process, such as the step size factor, damping factor and other factors. The updating 
scheme can be shown as follow: 
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The termination condition of the optimization iteration is ( 1) ( )| |k k
i ix x    , where  is a very small 

number 0.001. 

3. The original filter method and improved method 

3.1 Original filter method 
Sensitivity filter is always carried out as this two steps: Calculate the sensitivity of each design 
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  firstly then update the sensitivity by weight function. The weight function is as follow: 
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Where R and N are filter radius and the numbers of elements within the filter radius respectively. 
( , )dist i k  represents the distance of element i and element k. This filter scheme can be defined as: 
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Fig. 1 Filter Scheme 

Sensitivity filter formula is defined by Sigmund. In order to obtain clearer topology optimization 
boundary, Borrvall [11] proposed a modified sensitivity filter formula. In the topology optimization 
of multi-physics fields [12], the density in the formula is always leave out. Through the above three 
methods of numerical experiments we can see there still many intermediate density elements in the 
topology optimization structure. So this paper proposes a method considering density gradient 
message and elements numbers in the filter radius in topology optimization. 
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3.2 Improved method 
The proposed method considers density gradient message and elements numbers in the filter radius, 

the former focus on modifying the weighting function and the later focus on modifying the elements’ 
density within the filter radius. So the new sensitivity can be presented as follow: 
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This improved method on the one hand identifies the elements on the boundary of the structure and 
modify the weighting function to decrease intermediate density of the structure boundary, on the 
other hand modifying the elements’ density within the filter radius by controlling the number of 
elements. The parameters are set as 0.5, 0.65   , we chose the average of the biggest four elements’ 
density as the element’s density. We chose the parameter x



 to present the number of intermediate 
elements, the smaller x



  the less number of intermediate elements and the filter effect is better. 
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4. Case study 

This part is based on MATLAB2012 environment. The design area is discrete by Plane four-node 
rectangular element, elements are all unit, the elastic modulus is 1 and Poisson's ratio is 0.3 and 
penalty factor is 3. 

2D Cantilever beam design area is as follow, Aspect ratio of the area is 2:1, the external load is 1kN. 
The objective function is compliance with 50% volume fraction. This design area is meshed by 
100x50 whose filter radius is 1.5. 

?
 

Fig. 2 Design Area 
Table 1 Comparing of two methods 

Method Result compliance x


Original filter method 72.4632 165.8916 

Improved method 66.7489 3.9020 

Original filter method got the objection compliance value 72.4632, x


= 165.8916. While improved 
method that we proposed got the objection compliance value 66.7489, x



= 3.9020. We can see that 
improved method result is better than original filter method by comparing compliance and x



. At the 
same time no thin structures exist in the topology optimization result. That is good for manufacturing. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, an improved method is proposed to update the original sensitivity filtering function 
by considering the density gradient information and modifying the elements’ density within the filter 
radius. The improved method shows the advancement of reducing the number of intermediate density 
elements. The phenomenon of checkerboard in numerical calculation is solved. However, there are 
still some shortcomings of the filter method proposed in this paper, the number of intermediate 
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density elements decreased obviously, but it makes the structure of the boundary appears jagged, the 
problem will be solved in the future research. 
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